
 

When you get the urge to get your adrenaline pumping by watching a good action film, Atomic Blonde is one of the best options. The action sequences are well choreographed, and it's possible to watch the film without reading too much from unnecessary subtitles, thanks to a fast-paced narrative that makes up for any difficulties in following what's going on. This movie has been criticized for being
overly violent and misogynistic in its portrayal of violence towards women. However, despite this unhappy fact plenty of people have still liked this film and found it an enjoyable watch. The violence shown in this film is not fully gratuitous and most of the fighting is either between men or committed against henchmen and bad guys, and the fact that it's based on a graphic novel with a lot of violence
makes it easier to understand. Atomic Blonde might not be the best action film out there, but it's definitely one of the most enjoyable ones. The movie has some great action scenes and Charlize Theron gives a very good performance as Lorraine Broughton. This movie incorporates many different genres such as comedy, action, crime and thriller all in one making it a fun watch for everyone. A fourth-
wall breaking movie wherein Lorraine Broughton (Theron), an MI6 spy, is tasked with tracking down a list of stolen, top secret files while she is on her way to Berlin to serve as a double agent in Cold War Germany. But the people who hired her, seem to have other ideas for her... Atomic Blonde is produced by The Donners’ Company, Sierra Pictures, Lava Bear Films, TSG Entertainment. Atomic
Blonde - Official Trailer HD-0 August 1, 2017 The film was shot in Germany and London. The character Lorraine Broughton is played by Charlize Theron . 

Director David Leitch told Comic Book Resources: "I think it’s a very Cold War-era spy movie. We’re not trying to put that into a contemporary gun-for-hire action thriller, because by modern day standards Lorraine is not a killer. She’s not out there killing anyone who does not deserve it, and she’s certainly not killing innocent people. I think we want to stay in that Cold War era where your morals are
put into question, and the ends justify the means."

The review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes reported an approval rating of 71% based on 199 reviews, with an average rating of 6.8/10. The website's critical consensus reads, ""Atomic Blonde" packs an energetic, adrenaline-pumping punch with its thrilling spy thriller that underscores Theron's inner-strength while offering an artful spin on the usual action movie staples." Metacritic, which uses a
weighted average, assigned a score of 60 out of 100 based on 42 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews".

The film was released in many countries throughout Europe and America. The film was released on August 1, 2017. A digital download copy of Atomic Blonde was released on the instant streaming service Twitch. On July 31, 2018 it had reached about 11 Million views.
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